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The .NET Framework 4 provides enhanced support for multi-core programming via a vastly improved thread 

pool, new coordination primitives and data structures, rich tasks and continuations, parallel programming 

constructs, and a multi-core execution engine for LINQ to Objects.  These features increase our ability to safely 

express complex operations, but along with the power to create these operations comes the requirement to 

carefully manage their lifetimes.  One lifetime management activity that is frequently desirable is cancellation: 

that is, early termination of an operation before its normal completion.  Included in .NET 4 is support for 

cancellation management via System.Threading.CancellationToken and related classes.  In brief, a 

CancellationToken is a lightweight struct type that communicates if a cancellation request has been made 

via a boolean flag and an optional callback mechanism.  The CancellationTokenSource class is used by an 

operation-coordinator to signal a cancellation request; calling CancellationTokenSource.Cancel() causes 

all associated tokens to become signaled.  A CancellationTokenSource and its associated tokens are very 

tightly related, and the normal way to obtain a CancellationToken is to first create a 

CancellationTokenSource and then access its Token property1.  The simplest pattern of usage is the 

following: 

[C#] 
CancellationTokenSource cts = new CancellationTokenSource(); 
CancellationToken token = cts.Token; 
ExpensiveOperation(token); // provide the token to an expensive operation 
// on another thread, call cts.Cancel() to request early termination of the operation 
 
[VisualBasic] 
Dim cts As CancellationTokenSource = New CancellationTokenSource() 
Dim token As CancellationToken = cts.Token 
ExpensiveOperation(token) ' provide the token to an expensive operation 
' on another thread, call cts.Cancel() to request early termination of the operation 

For a complete introduction to CancellationToken and friends, please see MSDN for both an overview and 

links to the API references (http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dd997364(VS.100).aspx).  

 

In this document, we explore some usages of the cancellation types in .NET 4 and highlight common patterns.  In 

a few of the examples presented, we simulate an incoming request for cancellation by scheduling a Task to 

make the cancellation request after a short delay.  This capability is encapsulated in a method called 

TaskUtils.StartNewDelayed(delayMilliseconds action) — information about this method and a 

simple implementation is provided as an appendix to this document. 

                                                           
1
 In some situations, such as when a method demands a CancellationToken parameter but no appropriate token is 

available, a bare and unchanging CancellationToken can be created via CancellationToken.None.  If you require a 
dummy CancellationToken that has IsCancellationRequested=true, use new CancellationToken(true). 

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dd997364(VS.100).aspx


Canceling work items on the ThreadPool 

Queuing a work item to the System.Threading.ThreadPool is a simple way to create an asynchronous 

operation, but the thread pool has no intrinsic support for work item cancellation.  However, basic cancellation 

support can be accomplished via CancellationToken in a way that presages the more complete cancellation 

support provided by newer APIs.  The pattern begins by creating a CancellationTokenSource and passing 

the associated CancellationToken to the work item.  The work item can then use the CancellationToken 

to detect a cancellation request and may pass on the token to library calls as necessary.  Because the thread 

pool has no knowledge of cancellation requests, when a work item delegate detects a cancellation request it 

should simply return without throwing an exception of any kind.  The CancellationToken can be passed to 

the work delegate by sending it as the sole state parameter, by wrapping it up in a compound state parameter, 

or by using lambda-expression closures (see http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/magazine/cc163362.aspx).  A 

closure is often the simplest approach as it is strongly-typed and will not interfere with other uses for the state 

parameter.  Figure 1 shows how to cancel a ThreadPool work item by using a closure to pass in a 

CancellationToken.  Note that when using the thread pool, the earliest that a cancellation request can be 

processed is after the work item has started and performed its first cancellation check.   

Figure 1: Using ThreadPool to execute an operation and a CancellationToken to cancel the operation.  The work item 
queued to the thread pool is a lambda-function which calls the DoWork() method, and the lambda captures the token  
variable to pass it to DoWork(). 

C#: 

public void ThreadPoolCancellation() 
{ 
   CancellationTokenSource cts = new CancellationTokenSource(); 
   CancellationToken token = cts.Token; 
   // queue work using closure to get token 
   ThreadPool.QueueUserWorkItem(_ => DoWork(token)); 
   cts.Cancel(); // immediately request that the work item cancel itself. 
} 
 
void DoWork(CancellationToken ct) 
{ 
   while (true) // loop to simulate long running work. 
   { 
      Console.WriteLine("doing work..."); 
      if (ct.IsCancellationRequested) 
         break; 
   } 
} 

VisualBasic: 

Sub ThreadPoolCancellation() 
   Dim cts As CancellationTokenSource = New CancellationTokenSource() 
   Dim token As CancellationToken = cts.Token 
   ' queue work using closure to get token  
   ThreadPool.QueueUserWorkItem(Sub(s) DoWork(token)) 
   cts.Cancel() ' immediately request that the work item cancel itself 
End Sub 
 
Sub DoWork(ByVal ct As CancellationToken) 
   While True ' loop to simulate long running work 
      Console.WriteLine("doing work...") 
      If ct.IsCancellationRequested Then 
         Exit While 

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/magazine/cc163362.aspx


      End If 
   End While 
End Sub 

 

Canceling Tasks and Continuations 

The Task and Task(T) classes in .NET 4 provide richer functionality than 

ThreadPool.QueueUserWorkItem().  In particular, Task and Task(T) intrinsically support cancellation: 

 If a task is canceled before it commences, it will be marked as completed and canceled, 

(task.IsCompletedtrue and task.IsCanceledtrue), and will not be started.  

 If a task is canceled after it has commenced, the task body is responsible for observing and responding 

to cancellation, but the runtime understands that an OperationCanceledException(token) 

indicates cancellation occurred rather than a fault. 

Figure 2 shows a simple Task and a request to cancel it immediately after queuing.  The output can be either 

nothing at all, if the task was canceled before execution or some number of repetitions of "doing work...", if the 

task races ahead and does a few loops before the cancellation request is processed.  

The main thing to notice in Figure 2 is that the DoWork() method responds to a cancellation request in a 

different manner than does the thread pool example.  To respond to cancellation in a task, we use  

token.ThrowIfCancellationRequested()  

which is an exact shorthand for 

if(token.IsCancellationRequested)  

   throw new OperationCanceledException(token); 

This pattern depends on registering a token with the runtime during task creation and throwing an 

OperationCanceledException(token); it is important that the registered token and the one mentioned by 

the exception exactly match .  If the runtime detects cancellation or catches an 

OperationCanceledException() containing the registered token, it will throw an AggregateException 

that contains a single TaskCanceledException when the task is waited on (i.e. upon a call to Task.Wait() or 

related methods).  Note that the delegate does not, and should not, throw a TaskCanceledException 

directly.  Having the runtime translate an OperationCanceledException into a TaskCanceledException 

ensures consistency in the exceptions that are produced by Task.Wait() and avoids tying the work delegate to 

the System.Threading.Tasks model. 

A concern often raised is that this cancellation model uses exceptions for control flow, contrary to a widely held 

precept.  However, an equally appropriate design rule is that exceptions are appropriate whenever a method 

does not complete its stated function2.  Exiting a work method early typically means that the method did not 

complete its stated function, and in some cases there are special reasons to prefer an exception.  For example, 

when a users delegate for a Task<T> responds to a cancellation request, its options are to return an item of 

type T (perhaps default(T) but that is also a legal success value) or to throw an exception.  Also, for deep call-

stacks that may involve cancellation checks at many levels, exceptions are more general and robust that 

repeated error-code management.  Finally, the performance costs associated with throwing 

OperationCanceledException are generally negligible as cancellation is an infrequent occurrence in most 

                                                           
2
 ".NET Design Guidelines for Exceptions", http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms229030.aspx  

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms229030.aspx


scenarios and throwing the exception typically introduces a small cost compared to the cost of the operation 

being managed. 

  



Figure 2: Canceling a Task and supplying the CancellationToken to both the work-delegate (via closure) and to the 
runtime (via the second parameter to the StartNew()method).  The task can be canceled by the runtime when in the 
work queue, or by the work-delegate while running. 

C#: 

public void Example_TaskCancellation() 
{ 
   CancellationTokenSource cts = new CancellationTokenSource(); 
   CancellationToken token = cts.Token; 
   Task t = Task.Factory.StartNew(() => DoWork(token), token); 
   cts.Cancel(); // cancel the task 
   try 
   { 
      t.Wait(); // rendezvous 
   } 
   catch (AggregateException ae) 
   { 
      ae.Handle(ex => ex is TaskCanceledException); //suppress TCE 
   } 
} 
 
void DoWork(CancellationToken ct) 
{ 
   while (true) 
   { 
      Console.WriteLine("doing work..."); 
      ct.ThrowIfCancellationRequested(); 
   } 
} 

VisualBasic: 

Sub Example_TaskCancellation() 
   Dim cts As CancellationTokenSource = New CancellationTokenSource() 
   Dim token As CancellationToken = cts.Token 
   Dim t As Task = Task.Factory.StartNew(Sub() DoWork(token), token) 
   cts.Cancel() ' cancel the task 
   Try 
      t.Wait() ' rendezvous 
   Catch ae As AggregateException 
      ae.Handle(Function(ex) TypeOf ex Is TaskCanceledException) 'supress TCE 
   End Try 
End Sub 
 
Sub DoWork(ByVal ct As CancellationToken) 
   While (True) 
      Console.WriteLine("doing work...") 
      ct.ThrowIfCancellationRequested() 
   End While 
End Sub 

 

We can also see in Figure 2 that the main method performs a rendezvous with the task by calling task.Wait().  

The wait ensures that the task has completed before moving on, and it is also the time when exceptions from 

the task are marshaled and thrown to the user code.  If cancellation occurred and was acted upon, either by the 

framework or by the work-delegate, task.Wait()throws an AggregateException containing a 

TaskCanceledException.  Thus, when waiting on a task that may be canceled, it is usual to have a catch for 

the AggregateException and check whether it contains a TaskCanceledException.  If it does, then 

cleanup actions can be performed.  If it does not, then the exception should be re-thrown or processed by other 



handlers.  The simplest manner to perform the handling for the expected cases is to use 

AggregateException.Handle(); please see the MSDN entry for a complete description. 

It is also interesting to note the existence of an overload for Task.Wait() that takes a CancellationToken 

with the signature Task.Wait(CancellationToken).  This overload takes a token so that the wait can be 

canceled; this overload has nothing to do with canceling the task, but rather it can cause the wait to return 

prematurely.  If Task.Wait(ct) is used and the wait is interrupted because it detects the token has been 

signaled, then an OperationCanceledException(ct) will be thrown to indicate that the wait operation was 

canceled.  Figure 3 demonstrates canceling the wait for a task. 

Figure 3: Canceling the wait rather than canceling the task.  In this case, the exception that can occur is an 
OperationCanceledException. 

C#: 

public void Example_WaitCancellation() 
{ 
   CancellationTokenSource cts = new CancellationTokenSource(); 
   CancellationToken token = cts.Token; 
   Task t = Task.Factory.StartNew(() => DoNonCancelableWork()); 
   Task.Factory.StartNew(() => cts.Cancel()); //schedule cts.Cancel(). 
   try 
   { 
      t.Wait(token); // perform a cancelable wait 
   } 
   catch (OperationCanceledException oce) 
   { 
      Debug.Assert(oce.CancellationToken == token); 
      Console.WriteLine("the wait was canceled before the work completed"); 
   } 
} 
 
void DoNonCancelableWork() 
{ 
   for(int i = 0; i < 100; i++) 
   { 
      Console.WriteLine("doing work..."); 
   } 
} 

VisualBasic: 

Sub Example_WaitCancellation() 
   Dim cts As CancellationTokenSource = New CancellationTokenSource() 
   Dim token As CancellationToken = cts.Token 
   Dim t As Task = Task.Factory.StartNew(Sub() DoNonCancelableWork()) 
   Task.Factory.StartNew(Sub() cts.Cancel()) 'schedule cts.Cancel() 
   Try 
      t.Wait(token) ' perform a cancelable wait 
   Catch oce As OperationCanceledException 
      Debug.Assert(oce.CancellationToken = token) 
      Console.WriteLine("the wait was canceled before the work completed") 
   End Try 
End Sub 
 
Sub DoNonCancelableWork() 
   For i As Integer = 0 To 100 
      Console.WriteLine("doing work...") 
   Next 
End Sub 



It is very unlikely that you should want to pass the same CancellationToken to both a task and to 

task.Wait().  In particular, there is a race to determine if the task cancellation or the wait cancellation is 

processed first.  If you do use this pattern, then the different exceptions (an AggregateException containing 

a TaskCanceledException versus an OperationCanceledException) allow you to determine exactly 

what took place.  

Tasks can also be chained together via continuations.  The general case is that a continuation will be 

commenced once the antecedent task has completed, regardless of the completion status of the antecedent 

task.  A continuation can optionally be configured to run only if the antecedent task was canceled or only if the 

antecedent was not canceled.  To achieve this, use a Task.ContinueWith() overload that accepts a 

TaskContinuationOptions parameter, such as: 

[C#] 
task.ContinueWith(_antecedent => DoNonCancelableWork(), CancellationToken.None,    
                   TaskContinuationOptions.OnlyOnCanceled, TaskScheduler.Current); 
[VisualBasic] 
task.ContinueWith(Sub(antecedent) DoNonCancelableWork(), CancellationToken.None, 
                   TaskContinuationOptions.OnlyOnCanceled, TaskScheduler.Current) 

The continuation task itself can be canceled if a CancellationToken is provided to task.ContinueWith().   

Also, the runtime will automatically cancel the continuation if the conditions for its execution are not met; e.g. if 

the continuation is marked OnlyOnFaulted, but the antecedent does not fault, then the continuation task will 

be canceled with the same behavior and consequences as token-based cancellation.  

 

Canceling parallel-computing operations 

In addition to manual task management, .NET 4 provides the ready-made parallel constructs Parallel.For(), 

Parallel.ForEach(),and Parallel.Invoke()3. Each of these constructs supports cancellation, and the usage is similar 

to that for managing tasks, but with some subtleties.   

The basic usage is to pass a CancellationToken directly to the construct, in which case cancellation may 

prevent the execution of one or more sub-tasks and cause a single OperationCanceledException(token) 

to be thrown.  The cancellation token will be polled before every call to the work item delegate, but running 

work items will not detect the cancellation request themselves.  This strategy is simple, but it is not appropriate 

if a work item may run for a significant duration, such as is common when using Parallel.Invoke().  The 

strategy is often perfectly reasonable when using Parallel.For() and short work items, such as in this example: 

[C#] 
ParallelOptions options = new ParallelOptions () {CancellationToken = token}; 
Parallel.For(1, 10000, options, (i) => DoShortWork());  
// may throw an OperationCanceledException 
 
[VisualBasic] 
Dim options = New ParallelOptions With {.CancellationToken = token} 
Parallel.For(1, 10000, options, Sub(i As Integer) DoShortWork()) 
' may throw an OperationCanceledException 

The second approach is to only perform cancellation testing inside the work item, and to have the construct 

remain unaware of the cancellation testing.  Potentially many work items will detect the cancellation request 

                                                           
3
 See also the Parallel Algorithms in "Samples for Parallel Programming with the .NET Framework 4" 

(http://code.msdn.microsoft.com/ParExtSamples/Release/ProjectReleases.aspx?ReleaseId=3354) for additional parallel 
computing constructs. 

http://code.msdn.microsoft.com/ParExtSamples/Release/ProjectReleases.aspx?ReleaseId=3354


and throw an OperationCanceledException; the parallel construct, being unaware of the cancellation 

request, will aggregate the exceptions and propagate an AggregateException containing the OCEs.  For 

example: 

[C#] 
Parallel.For(1, 10, (i) => token.ThrowIfCancellationRequested());  
// may throw an AggregateException containing one or more OperationCanceledException 
 
[VisualBasic] 
Parallel.For(1, 10, Sub(i As Integer) token.ThrowIfCancellationRequested()) 
' may throw an AggregateException containing one or more OperationCanceledException 

The exception handling required for this usage is convoluted as it must catch and parse a compound exception, 

and so this usage should generally be avoided.  

The cleanest and most generally applicable usage is to have the parallel construct and the work item cooperate 

on the job of detecting and reacting to a cancellation request.  The CancellationToken is passed to both the 

construct and the work item, and the parallel construct perform a special step on completion to check if all the 

thrown exceptions are exactly an OperationCanceledException(token).  If all the exceptions match, the 

parallel construct will throw an OperationCanceledException(token) rather than an 

AggregateException.  This greatly simplifies the catch blocks that are required and makes for a simple 

pattern as shown in Figure 4. 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Cancellation of Parallel.For(), illustrating how the cooperative cancellation mechanism allows the exception 
throwing behavior to be consistent whether the framework construct (in this case, Parallel.For()) or the user's work 
item performs the cancellation testing.   This pattern is recommended whenever cancellation testing in the work item is 
desirable.  

C#: 

public void Example_ParallelFor() 
{ 
   CancellationTokenSource cts = new CancellationTokenSource(); 
   CancellationToken token = cts.Token; 
   ParallelOptions options = new ParallelOptions() {CancellationToken = token}; 
   TaskUtils.StartNewDelayed(100, () => cts.Cancel()); //schedule cts.Cancel() 
   try 
   { 
      Parallel.For(1, 10, options, (i) => DoWork(token)); 
   } 
   catch (OperationCanceledException) 
   { 
      // this catch block suffices whether P.For() or the work item detects cancellation 
   } 
} 
 
void DoWork(CancellationToken ct) 
{ 
   for (int i = 0; i < 100; i++) 
   { 
      Console.WriteLine("doing work..."); 
      ct.ThrowIfCancellationRequested(); 
   } 
} 



VisualBasic: 

Sub Example_ParallelFor() 
   Dim cts As CancellationTokenSource = New CancellationTokenSource() 
   Dim token As CancellationToken = cts.Token 
   Dim options As ParallelOptions = New ParallelOptions() 
   options.CancellationToken = token 
   TaskUtils.StartNewDelayed(100, Sub() cts.Cancel()) ' schedule cts.Cancel() 
   Try 
      Parallel.For(1, 10, options, Sub(i) DoWork(token)) 
   Catch oce As OperationCanceledException 
      '  this catch block suffices whether P.For() or the work item detects cancellation 
   End Try 
End Sub 
 
Sub DoWork(ByVal ct As CancellationToken) 
   For i As Integer = 0 To 100 
      Console.WriteLine("doing work...") 
      ct.ThrowIfCancellationRequested() 
   Next 
End Sub 

 

Synchronization Primitives and Data Structures 

The synchronization primitives ManualResetEventSlim, SemaphoreSlim, and Barrier provide low-level 

signaling and waiting behavior.  Every method on these types that may block has overloads that permit early 

termination based on either a timeout, a CancellationToken, or both.  If a cancellation token is passed to a 

method and cancellation occurs, then an OperationCanceledException(token) will be thrown.  For 

example, barrier.SignalAndWait(token) will either return normally (if all the barrier participants have 

signaled), or will throw an OperationCanceledException if the token is signaled. 

Unfortunately, the .NET Framework has not consistently applied a pattern for methods that accept a timeout 

parameter.  Most methods use return codes, but some throw a TimeoutException.  For best alignment with 

ManualResetEvent and Semaphore (whose methods return true if a wait is successful, false if the timeout 

expired), the new synchronization primitives also follow that approach.  However, to remain consistent with the 

new patterns for cancellation, they throw an OperationCanceledException(token) if cancellation occurs.   

Data structures can have blocking operations, such as to provide a bounded capacity feature.  In .NET 4, all 

standard blocking and bounding capabilities are unified into a single class called BlockingCollection.  This 

one class can be used to wrap any collection that implements the IProducerConsumerCollection(T) 

interface. This includes  the ConcurrentQueue(T), ConcurrentStack(T) and ConcurrentBag(T) 

collections.  BlockingCollection(T) provides a variety of general operations including Add(), Take(),  

AddToAny(), TakeFromAny(), TryAdd(), and TryTake(). Each of these methods provides overloads that 

accept a timeout, a CancellationToken, or both.  As with the synchronization primitives, if a timeout occurs, 

the methods return false, whereas if cancellation occurs, an OperationCanceledException(token) is 

thrown. 



 

Cancelling PLINQ queries  

PLINQ queries are frequently long-running operations that can tie up computer resources, hence cancellation 

support is an important capability.  PLINQ provides rich cancellation support that is analogous to the approaches 

used by the parallel-programming constructs. The PLINQ execution engine can perform automatic cancellation 

testing and implements cooperative cancellation to provide a simple pattern when the user delegates also 

performs cancellation testing.  

To engage automatic cancellation testing, use .WithCancellation(token) after the call to 

.AsParallel().  For example, the following query will automatically test for cancellation during enumeration 

and will throw a single OperationCanceledException(token) if the token becomes signaled: 

[C#] 
var q = from x in data.AsParallel().WithCancellation(token)  
        select f(x); 
// May throw an OperationCanceledException 
 
[VisualBasic] 
Dim q = From x In data.AsParallel().WithCancellation(token) 
        Select f(x) 
' May throw an OperationCanceledException 

If a user delegate may be long-running, the delegate should perform cancellation testing itself.  The 

CancellationToken is typically passed to the user delegate via closure.  For example: 

[C#] 
var q = from x in data.AsParallel() 
        select LongRunningFunction(x, token); 
// May throw an AggregateException containing an OCE 
 
[VisualBasic] 
Dim q = From x In data.AsParallel() 
              Select LongRunningFunction(x, token) 
' May throw an AggregateException containing an OCE 

In this case, LongRunningFunction(x,token) should throw an OperationCanceledException(token) 

if it detects a cancellation request on the token. If this occurs, the query enumeration will throw an 

AggregateException containing one or more OCEs. 

As with the parallel-programming constructs, PLINQ implements cooperative cancellation whereby the 

execution engine detects whether the only exceptions thrown by user delegates are 

OperationCanceledException(token). If so, query execution will throw a single 

OperationCanceledException(token) rather than an AggregateException.  Thus, the previous snippet 

is best written as: 

[C#] 
var q = from x in data.AsParallel().WithCancellation(token) 
        select LongRunningFunction(x, token) 
// May throw only an OperationCanceledException 
 
[VisualBasic] 
Dim q = From x In data.AsParallel().WithCancellation(token) 
        Select LongRunningFunction(x, token) 
' May throw only an OperationCanceledException 

 



Figure 5 shows a full example of canceling a PLINQ query and demonstrates PLINQ and a work delegate 

cooperating to perform cancellation testing.  

 

Figure 5: Cancellation of PLINQ query illustrating the cooperative cancellation mechanism.   This pattern is recommended 
whenever cancellation testing in the work item is desirable, particularly when the user-delegates are long-running.  

C#: 

public void Example_PLINQ() 
{ 
   int[] data = Enumerable.Range(1,100).ToArray(); 
   CancellationTokenSource cts = new CancellationTokenSource(); 
   CancellationToken token = cts.Token; 
   TaskUtils.StartNewDelayed(1000, () => cts.Cancel()); //schedule cts.Cancel() 
   try { 
      foreach (int fx in 
               from x in data.AsParallel().WithCancellation(token) 
               select LongRunningFunction(x, token)) 
      { 
         Console.WriteLine(fx); 
      } 
   } 
   catch (OperationCanceledException){ 
      // this catch block suffices whether PLINQ or the user-delegate  
      // detected the cancellation request. 
      Console.WriteLine("canceled."); 
   } 
} 
 
public int LongRunningFunction(int n, CancellationToken token) 
{ 
   for (int i = 0; i < 3; i++) 
   { 
      Thread.Sleep(10); //simulate some work 
      token.ThrowIfCancellationRequested(); // check for cancellation 
   } 
   return n; 
} 

VisualBasic: 

Sub Example_PLINQ() 
      Dim data() As Integer = Enumerable.Range(1, 100).ToArray() 
      Dim cts As CancellationTokenSource = New CancellationTokenSource() 
      Dim token As CancellationToken = cts.Token 
      TaskUtils.StartNewDelayed(1000, Sub() cts.Cancel()) 'schedule cts.Cancel() 
      Try 
         For Each fx As Integer In 
                     From x In data.AsParallel().WithCancellation(token) 
                     Select LongRunningFunction(x, token) 
            Console.WriteLine(fx) 
         Next 
      Catch oce As OperationCanceledException 
         ' this catch block suffices whether PLINQ or the user-delegate  
         ' detected the cancellation request. 
         Console.WriteLine("canceled.") 
      End Try 
   End Sub 
 
   Function LongRunningFunction(ByVal n As Integer, ByVal token As CancellationToken) 
            As Integer 



      For i As Integer = 0 To 3 
         Thread.Sleep(10) ' simulate some work 
         token.ThrowIfCancellationRequested() ' check for cancellation 
      Next 
      Return n 
   End Function 

 

Interacting with Existing APIs 

There are a variety of APIs which could benefit from cancellation support and there exist various APIs which 

have a custom approach to cancellation support.  One of the benefits of the CancellationToken system is 

that developers can add cancellation support wrappers to existing APIs and also interact with legacy 

cancellation-aware infrastructure.   

For example, consider a situation where a ManualResetEvent variable called mre is used to perform simple 

thread synchronization; the scenario being that one task will call mre.Set(), and another will perform  

mre.WaitOne(). The specifics of the situation may mean that the mre.Set() does not occur for some time, or 

never at all, and we may wish to arrange that the blocking call to mre.WaitOne() can be canceled.  There are 

actually two basic approaches.  The first is to make the signaler cancelable such that it terminates early but 

wakes up the waiter normally.  The second approach is to leave the signaler alone, but give the waiter the 

capability to wake up in response to a cancellation request, and of course a hybrid solution is also viable.  

Figure 6 shows a solution whereby we add cancellation support to the waiter.  The basic technique that is 

illustrated in Figure 6 is to use a cancellation-callback that can wake up the blocking call.  To complete the 

pattern, it is necessary to check if cancellation occurred immediately after the blocking call returns and, for 

completeness, the callback registration should be disposed eagerly, generally via the using() construct.  It is 

common that this pattern gives rise to a benign race-condition whereby the Wait() may be woken up normally, 

but then the token is signaled just before the call to token.ThrowIfCancellationRequested().  The result 

is that the cancellation may be processed unnecessarily, but since cancellation was in fact requested, it is not an 

error when this does occur. 

Figure 6: Adding cancellation support to a usage of ManualResetEvent.Wait() – note specifically the use of 
token.Register() and token.ThrowIfCancellationRequested() in the Waiter() method.  The Waiter() 
method is woken up by the cancellation request and throws an OperationCanceledException(token).  Because the 
waiter-task was created with a reference to the cancellation token, the runtime will cause t.Wait() to throw an 
AggregateException containing a TaskCanceledException, as described earlier.  The resulting exception is handled 
and suppressed. 

C#: 

public void SignallerWaiterPair_Example(){ 
   ManualResetEvent mre = new ManualResetEvent(false); 
   CancellationTokenSource cts = new CancellationTokenSource(); 
   CancellationToken token = cts.Token; 
 
   //schedule cancellation and the setter-task 
   TaskUtils.StartNewDelayed(1000, ()=> cts.Cancel());  
   Task.Factory.StartNew(() => Signaller(mre)); 
   try 
   { 
      Task t = Task.Factory.StartNew(() => Waiter(mre, token), token); 
      t.Wait(); 
   } 



   catch (AggregateException ae) 
   { 
      ae.Handle((e) => e is TaskCanceledException); // suppress TCE 
   } 
 
} 
 
private void Waiter(ManualResetEvent mre, CancellationToken token) 
{ 
   using (token.Register(() => mre.Set())) 
   { 
      mre.WaitOne(); 
      token.ThrowIfCancellationRequested(); // check if the wake was cancellation 
   } 
} 
 
private void Signaller(ManualResetEvent mre) 
{ 
   // mre.Set(); //for this example, Set() will never occur. 
} 

 VisualBasic: 

Public Sub SignallerWaiterPair_Example() 
   Dim mre As ManualResetEvent = New ManualResetEvent(False) 
   Dim cts As CancellationTokenSource = New CancellationTokenSource() 
   Dim token As CancellationToken = cts.Token 
 
   'schedule cancellation and the setter-task 
   TaskUtils.StartNewDelayed(1000, Sub() cts.Cancel()) 
   Task.Factory.StartNew(Sub() Signaller(mre)) 
   Try 
      Dim t As Task = Task.Factory.StartNew(Sub() Waiter(mre, token), token) 
      t.Wait() 
   Catch ae As AggregateException 
      ae.Handle(Function(ex) TypeOf ex Is TaskCanceledException) 'suppress TCE 
   End Try 
End Sub 
    
Private Sub Waiter(ByVal mre As ManualResetEvent, ByVal token As CancellationToken) 
   Using (token.Register(Sub() mre.Set())) 
      mre.WaitOne() 
      token.ThrowIfCancellationRequested() ' check if the wake was cancellation 
   End Using 
End Sub 
    
Private Sub Signaller(ByVal mre As ManualResetEvent) 
   ' mre.Set(); 'for this example, Set() will never occur. 
End Sub 

 

 

The final topic of consideration is how to integrate the use of a CancellationToken with an existing API that 

supports a custom version of cancellation support.  For example, the class  

System.ComponentModel.BackgroundWorker is an operation-manager typically used to perform 

background work in GUI applications.  BackgroundWorker provides cancellation support via the 

CancelAsync() method, but we can arrange that signaling a CancellationToken will cause a 

BackgroundWorker to cancel its operation by registering a cancellation callback; e.g.: 



[C#] 
CancellationTokenRegistration ctr = token.Register( ()=>backgroundWorker.CancelAsync()); 
 
[VisualBasic] 
Dim ctr As CancellationTokenRegistration = token.Register( Sub() backgroundWorker.CancelAsync()) 

 

Care should be taken to deregister the callback via ctr.Dispose() at the first appropriate opportunity.  

Failure to do so will cause both the callback delegate and the BackgroundWorker to be unavailable for 

garbage-collection until the associated CancellationTokenSource is garbage-collected itself.  A complete 

example demonstrating the use of a CancellationTokenSource to initiate the cancellation of a 

BackgroundWorker is shown in Figure 7.  

 

Figure 7: Demonstration of connecting a CancellationToken to an existing cancellation system.  In this case, a 
CancellationToken causes the cancellation of a BackgroundWorker.  The benefit of such as system is that the 
CancellationToken is more general and can be used to connect a variety of sub-systems.  Existing cancellation-aware 
infrastructure can thus be encapsulated and all external wiring can occur via the CancellationToken approach. 

C#: 

public void Example_BackgroundWorker() 
{ 
   Console.WriteLine("starting..."); 
   BackgroundWorker bg = new BackgroundWorker(); 
   bg.WorkerSupportsCancellation = true; 
 
   bg.DoWork += (sender, args) => 
   { 
      while (true) 
      { 
         if (((BackgroundWorker)sender).CancellationPending) 
         { 
            Console.WriteLine("background worker recieved cancellation request"); 
            return; 
         } 
      } 
   }; 
 
   CancellationTokenSource cts = new CancellationTokenSource(); 
   CancellationToken token = cts.Token; 
 
   using (token.Register(() => bg.CancelAsync())) // link token to bg 
   { 
      bg.RunWorkerAsync(); // start the BackgroundWorker 
      cts.Cancel(); // initiate cancellation via the CancellationTokenSource 
      while (bg.IsBusy) // rendezvous 
         ; 
   } 
   Console.WriteLine("done..."); 
} 

VisualBasic: 

Sub Example_BackgroundWorker() 
   Console.WriteLine("starting...") 
   Dim bg = New BackgroundWorker() 
   bg.WorkerSupportsCancellation = True 
 
   AddHandler bg.DoWork, 



      Sub(sender, args) 
         While True 
            If CType(sender, BackgroundWorker).CancellationPending Then 
               Console.WriteLine("background worker recieved cancellation request") 
               Return 
            End If 
         End While 
      End Sub 
 
   Dim cts = New CancellationTokenSource 
   Dim token = cts.Token 
 
   Using token.Register(Sub() bg.CancelAsync()) ' link token to bg 
      bg.RunWorkerAsync() ' start the BackgroundWorker 
      cts.Cancel()  ' initiate cancellation via the CancellationTokenSource 
      While (bg.IsBusy) ' rendezvous 
      End While 
   End Using 
   Console.WriteLine("done...") 
End Sub 

 

 

 

Summary 

The .NET Framework 4 includes types for managing cancellation and uses these types to provide the cancellation 

support for a variety of new systems.  We have discussed how to make use of the cancellation support and the 

common patterns that arise.  When creating applications and libraries that use or provide cancellation support, 

the common patterns should be followed to ensure a consistent experience for developers.   

For further information regarding the cancellation management types, please see MSDN and the Parallel 

Extensions Blog at http://blogs.msdn.com/pfxteam. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

http://blogs.msdn.com/pfxteam


Appendix – Delayed Tasks 
One of the constructs used to create the examples is TaskUtils.StartNewDelayed().  Figure 8 presents a simple 
implementation of StartNewDelayed(int delayMilliseconds, Action action).  More complete 
examples are available as part of the TaskFactoryExtensions class in "Samples for Parallel Programming 
with the .NET Framework 4" 
(http://code.msdn.microsoft.com/ParExtSamples/Release/ProjectReleases.aspx?ReleaseId=3354).  The 
technique is to use a System.Threading.Timer that will cause the completion of a non-scheduled Task, 
which in turn has a continuation to run the primary work item.  A benefit of this technique is that the returned 
Task cannot be started improperly by the calling code, which is a desirable feature for such a pattern.  For 
further details, please see the samples project and also the discussion at 
http://blogs.msdn.com/pfxteam/archive/2009/06/03/9691796.aspx. 
 

Figure 8: Basic implementation of a delayed-task factory method.  The action will be executed after the delay has elapsed.  
This approach avoids the use of Thread.Sleep() which would block a thread needlessly. 

C#: 

static class TaskUtils 
{ 
   public static Task StartNewDelayed(int millisecondsDelay, Action action) 
   { 
      var tcs = new TaskCompletionSource<object>(); 
      var timer = new Timer( 
          _state => tcs.SetResult(null), null, millisecondsDelay, Timeout.Infinite); 
      return tcs.Task.ContinueWith(_antecedent => 
      { 
         timer.Dispose(); 
         action(); 
      }); 
   } 
} 

VisualBasic: 

Public Class TaskUtils 
   Public Shared Function StartNewDelayed(ByVal millisecondsDelay As Integer,  
                                          ByVal action As Action) As Task 
      Dim tcs As TaskCompletionSource(Of Object) = New TaskCompletionSource(Of Object) 
      Dim timer As Timer = New Timer(Sub() tcs.SetResult(Nothing), 
                                     Nothing, millisecondsDelay, Timeout.Infinite) 
      Return tcs.Task.ContinueWith(Sub(antecedent As Task(Of Object)) 
                                      timer.Dispose() 
                                      action() 
                                   End Sub) 
   End Function 
End Class 

 

This material is provided for informational purposes only. Microsoft makes no warranties, 
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